Shri Suleshwari college of physiotherapy, Bhandu celebrated world physiotherapy day on 8th September. Shri Suleshwari college of physiotherapy, Bhandu is affiliated by Hemchandracharya North Gujarat university, patan-384265. Accredited by NAAC “A” grade (CGPA 3.02). Our college is established in green nature and large campus.

On world physiotherapy day we arranged functions for physiotherapist and student and function theme movement for health. This was conducted on 9 am onwards in that day the function programs listed bellows:

- Lamp lighting
- Welcome dance
- Rangoli competition
- Poster and model presentation
- Yoga session
- Presentation (science + yoga & spirituality)
- Quiz competition.
- Motivational speech by guest/principal
- Prize distribution
- Rally
**Lamp lighting:**

*Lamp lighting was done by college staff and campus college principals.*

**Welcome dance:**

*Welcome dance was performed by 2nd year physiotherapy student in function. All faculty, guest and student enjoyed very well.*
Rangoli competition:
In this competition total 6 groups participated. The theme was based on “physiotherapy yoga combination.”
**Poster and model presentation:**

Poster and model presentation inaugurated by guests from LCIT campus. In poster and model competition total 27 students participated in this competition. Each and every group performed very well and explained their personal poster and model presentation.
Yoga session:

Dr. Jayesh Thakrar (Assi.Prof. MPT) faculty of our college took a session of yoga. He explained benefit of yoga in our routine life and physiotherapy field also he performed yoga with faculty and students. The session had a beautiful overview on spiritual and physical aspects of yoga.

Next Presentation was based on connection between (science + yoga & spirituality)

Next Presentation was conducted by Dr. Sakshi Thakrar (Assi.Prof.MPT). Which was based on relation between yoga and science and effect of our natural life. Also gave simple message to all “If you want be fit and fine then do yoga every day.”
Quiz competition:
In this competition total 8 students participated. In passing round every student participated whose are sitting as audience.
Motivational speech by guest/principal:
In this function Gujarat state physiotherapy council president Dr.Nipun alvi and member Dr.Mukesh Patel came as chief guest. The president of GCPT Dr.Nipun Salvi sir gave motivational speech to student of physiotherapy. After that motivational speech was given by principal Dr.Indravada Patel also gave thanks to guest on behalf of faculties & students.

Prize distributions for the winners of poster presentation, model presentation, rangoli competition, quiz competition:
Prize was given by guests { (Dr.Nipun Salvi, Dr.Mukesh Patel, Dr.D.D.Patidar (Dean, faculty of medicine Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University Patan, principal of JCN) Dr.Indravadan Patel (principal of SSCP)}
Thanking speech:

Thanking speech was given by Dr. Ajjabanu (Tutor, BPT) before completion of program and announcement for 10-15 minute Garba celebration. This would be followed by Rally.
Rally

In the last we were held rally in our campus to bhandu village. Rally motive was that to awareness health related cautions.

We are thanks full to our faculties and 2nd and 3rd year students.

Faculties:
- Dr. Indravadan Patel (Principal, SSCP)
- Dr. Jayesh Thakrar (Assi.Prof.)
- Dr. Sakshi Thakrar (Assi.Prof. Function Organizer)
- Dr. Pinal Patel (Tutor)
- Dr. Pratik Patel (Tutor)
- Dr. Ajjabanu Mansuri (Tutor)
- Mrs. Poonam Patel
- Mr. Dhaval Solanki
- Mr. Shailesh Raval

We were so much enjoy “world physiotherapy day”.
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